Cooperative reduction by Ln$^{2+}$ and Cp$^*$− ions: synthesis and properties of Sm, Eu, and Yb complexes with 3,6-di-tert-butyl-o-benzoquinone†
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The first examples of samarium, europium, and ytterbium complexes with 3,6-di-tert-butyl-o-benzoquinone (3,6-dbbq) in the form of catecholate have been obtained by reactions of the quinone with the corresponding lanthanocenes, \([\text{Ln} \text{Cp}^*_2(\text{thf})]_n\) \((n = 1 \text{ or } 2)\) in solution. In the course of the reactions lanthanide ions lose one or two Cp* ligands, which take part in reduction of a quinone molecule into a catecholate anion (dbcat, 2⁻). As a result of the reactions, Sm and Yb clearly yield dimeric complexes \([\text{Ln} \text{Cp}^*_2(\text{dbcat})]_2\), where eachLn ion loses one Cp* ligand. Eu forms a trimeric complex \([\text{Eu} \text{Cp}^*-\text{(Eu-thf)}_3(\text{dbcat})_2]_1\), in which one Eu ion is coordinated by one Cp* ligand, while two Eu ions have lost all Cp* ligands and are coordinated by THF molecules instead. Magnetic properties corroborate the assignment of oxidation states made on the basis of single-crystal X-ray diffraction: all the quinone ligands are present in the catecholate state; both Sm/Yb ions in the dimers are in the +3 oxidation state, whereas the Eu trimer contains two Eu(II) and one Eu(III) ions. Cyclovoltammetry studies show the presence of two reversible oxidation waves for all complexes, presumably concerned with the redox transitions of the dbcat ligands.

Introduction

Lanthanide-based single-molecule magnets (SMMs) currently attract considerable attention owing to the large spin values and high magnetic anisotropy of lanthanide ions.\(^1\)\(^–\)\(^3\) At the same time, lanthanide complexes with stable radical ligands, such as nitroxides, exhibit weak magnetic exchange coupling between metal and ligand spin carriers because of the deep lying f-orbitals.\(^4\)\(^–\)\(^6\) Recently, two groups of dinuclear lanthanide complexes were reported, nitrogen bridged \([[(\text{Me}_3\text{Si})_2(\text{N})_2(\text{thf})-\text{Ln}_2(\mu-\text{N}_2)]^-\text{Ln}(\text{thf})]_n\) \((\text{Ln} = \text{Gd}, \text{Tb}, \text{Ho}, \text{Er}; \text{thf} = \text{tetrahydrofuran})\)\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^8\) and bipyrimidyl-bridged \([(\text{Cp}_2^*\text{Ln}_2(\mu-\text{bpym})]^+\text{Ln} = \text{Gd}, \text{Tb}, \text{Dy}; \text{Cp}^* = \text{pentamethylyclopentadienyl}; \text{bpym} = 2,2’-\text{bipyrimidyl})\)\(^9\) of which those with Gd, Tb and Dy ions demonstrate remarkably high exchange coupling constants and blocking temperature values. In these compounds the radical ligands possess a strongly reducing behaviour. Calculations made for the related complexes showed that the magnetic coupling between the Ln centre and the paramagnetic ligand is likely to be more substantial in the case where both the lanthanide ion and the radical ligand have close redox potentials \(\text{i.e. } \text{Ln}^{3+/2+}\) and \(\text{L}^{--/0}\).\(^3\) This conclusion is also supported by the case of substantial electronic and magnetic interactions between metal and ligand centres in heterospin complexes Cp$_2^*$YbL \(\text{(Cp}^* = \text{substituted cyclopentadiene}, \text{where L is 2,2’-bipyridine, 1,10-phenanthroline, 2,2’:6’,2’’-terpyridine or other pyridine-based ligands, in which the interaction depends on the correlation of electronegativities of the ytterbocene fragment and the ligand.}

In the context of the synthesis and investigation of new lanthanide complexes with possibly high exchange constants between a lanthanide ion and a ligand, the lanthanide...
based Ln(III) complexes have been described and magnetically eminent ligand diversity, only a limited number of quinone-to room temperature, the lanthanocene readily dissolves to solutions starting from deep-frozen mixtures. Upon warming = 2; Ln = Yb, n

ligand in its radical-ion form. 

The possibility of enhancing the magnetic interactions between the Ln ion and the ligand could serve as appropriate reducing counterparts owing to the reduced Ln(II) centre, as well as the Cp* ligand itself, which is readily oxidized to a neutral species, followed by dimerization. 

The reactions of lanthanocenes[n] [LnCp*2(thf)]n (Ln = Sm, n = 2; Ln = Yb, n = 1) with 3,6-dbbq were carried out in hexane solutions starting from deep-frozen mixtures. Upon warming to room temperature, the lanthanocene readily dissolves to give a green (Sm) or sky-blue (Yb) solution; upon successive dissolution of the quinone the reaction slowly proceeds to result in a yellow (Sm) or light-brown (Yb) clear solution and crystalline precipitate of the corresponding compound. The products [[SmCp*2]2(dbcat)2] and [[YbCp*2]2(dbcat)2] (1 and 2, correspondingly, Scheme 1) are well soluble in hexane and were crystallized from small volumes of this solvent; a by-product, Cp*−, is retained in the solution.

Crystal structures were determined for both complexes 1 and 2, which possess close molecular structures and isostuctural crystal lattices (Fig. 1). The binuclear complexes contain a crystallographic centre of inversion in the middle of the Ln–Ln vector with one quinone and one Cp* ligand per Ln atom. The quinone ligands are bound in the chelate-bridging mode: the two O atoms are coordinated to a Ln atom (2.3127(18) and 2.2269(17) Å for Sm, 2.2264(19) and 2.1285(18) Å for Yb), while one of them is additionally bound to a second Ln atom at a

Results and discussion

Synthesis and crystal structures

Cyclopentadienide complexes of lanthanides of either the LnCp*2 or LnCp*3 stoichiometry are well known starting materials, introduced largely by the work of Evans and co-workers. For o-benzoquinones, which possess a noticeable oxidative behaviour, the lanthanide complexes with Cp* ligands could serve as appropriate reducing counterparts owing to the reduced Ln(n) centre, as well as the Cp* ligand itself, which is readily oxidized to a neutral species, followed by dimerization.

The reactions of lanthanocenes[n] [LnCp*2(thf)]n (Ln = Sm, n = 2; Ln = Yb, n = 1) with 3,6-dbbq were carried out in hexane solutions starting from deep-frozen mixtures. Upon warming to room temperature, the lanthanocene readily dissolves to give a green (Sm) or sky-blue (Yb) solution; upon successive dissolution of the quinone the reaction slowly proceeds to result in a yellow (Sm) or light-brown (Yb) clear solution and crystalline precipitate of the corresponding compound. The products [[SmCp*2]2(dbcat)2] and [[YbCp*2]2(dbcat)2] (1 and 2, correspondingly, Scheme 1) are well soluble in hexane and were crystallized from small volumes of this solvent; a by-product, Cp*−, is retained in the solution.

Crystal structures were determined for both complexes 1 and 2, which possess close molecular structures and isostuctural crystal lattices (Fig. 1). The binuclear complexes contain a crystallographic centre of inversion in the middle of the Ln–Ln vector with one quinone and one Cp* ligand per Ln atom. The quinone ligands are bound in the chelate-bridging mode: the two O atoms are coordinated to a Ln atom (2.3127(18) and 2.2269(17) Å for Sm, 2.2264(19) and 2.1285(18) Å for Yb), while one of them is additionally bound to a second Ln atom at a

![Scheme 1](image-url)
longer distance (by ca. 0.09 Å for Sm, 0.04 Å for Yb; see all distances in the captions to Fig. 1). It is noteworthy that the carbon atom C1 next to the μ-O atom is also located within a bonding distance to the Ln atom and the angles Ln–O1–C1 are slightly less than 90°. The mean-squared plane of the conjugated quinone ligand is nearly perpendicular to the plane formed by the Ln', C1, and O1 atoms (84.4° for Sm, 82.1° for Yb), as well as to the flat Ln2O2 ring (84.8° for Sm, 89.5° for Yb). Out of more than a hundred structurally characterized complexes of transition metals (and several of lanthanides) with the 3,6-dbbq-based ligand, no analogous chelate-bridging mode has been documented to date (based on data from Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)13). The characteristic lengths of C–O and C–C bonds suggest that the quinone ligand acquires the catecholate (2−) state.17,24,35 The IR spectra of 1 and 2 are nearly identical, in accordance with the same coordination environment of the complexes (Fig. S1, ESI†). Consequently, both Ln ions in 1 and 2 are in the 3+ oxidation state, which is consistent with the rather light colour of the compounds. To obtain this composition, the 2e reduction of the neutral quinone requires 1e from the Ln ion and 1e from the Cp* ligand, which corresponds to the 1 : 1 ratio of the reagents:

\[2\text{[LnCp}_2^*(\text{thf})_n] + 2\text{dbbq} \rightarrow [(\text{LnCp}^*)_2(\text{dbcat})_2] + \text{Cp}_2^* + 2n\text{thf}.\]

The participation of the Cp* and related indenyl ligands in reduction processes of Ln complexes is well documented in cases of “sterically induced reduction” (SIR), that were described for the complexes with a sterically encumbered coordination sphere of a Ln ion.27,29 In our case, the addition of one quinone ligand to LnCp* is likely to proceed fast, concurrent with the oxidation of Ln3+ to Ln4+ and reduction of the dbbq to the semiquinone (1−) or catecholate (2−) state. Then, upon the formation of a dimer by coordination of the third O atom to the Ln3+ ion, the steric crowding becomes strong enough to facilitate the cleavage of the Cp* fragment accompanied (or followed) by further reduction of the quinone ligand to the catecholate state. This reaction sequence is especially noticeable during the synthesis of 1 or 2, where the characteristic colour of lanthanocene(μ) does not appear in a cold solution, even before all of the quinone is dissolved; on the contrary, the blue colour of the reaction mixture is ascribed to the intermediate species [LnIII(Cp*)2(dbq)], which then transforms into the brown product 2 upon stirring at room temperature, or, faster, upon slight warming. This sequence, i.e. a fast redox process connected with the oxidation of a metal centre followed by a slower process of sterically induced reduction, has been proven previously by Evans.27,28

The reaction of the europocene [Eu(Cp*P)]2(THF)] with 3,6-dbbq (Scheme 2) was carried out similarly with Sm and Yb analogues, however, the colour of the resulting solution turned out to be much darker. The product [[Eu(Cp*)2(THF)]2(dbcat)] (3) is quite soluble in hexane, thus the yield of crystals was somewhat lower.

The crystal structure of 3 reveals a trinuclear complex (Fig. 2), where the three metal atoms are coordinated by three bridging quinone ligands. It can be conceived as a trigonal prism of six O atoms with all the square faces capped by Eu(L) vertices. Remarkably, the Eu centres have different ligand environments: all metal ions are bound to two bridging quinone ligands, while in the terminal position one Eu atom retains a Cp* ligand and the other two bear a thf molecule. There are two types of ligand bridging: the two dbbq ligands lying out of the Eu plane are of the μ1η1η4-briding mode, while the in-plane dbbq ligand acquires the μ1η1η4-briding mode. The out-
of-plane quinone ligands are located closer to the Eu1 atom: the Eu1–O bonds (2.280(2)–2.310(2) Å) are noticeably shorter than the bonds between the same O and the corresponding Eu2 or Eu3 atoms (2.487(2)–2.506(2) Å; see bond lengths in the Fig. 2 caption). Nevertheless, these ligands are not noticeably tilted towards Eu2 or Eu3; as opposed to the structures of 1 and 2, the angles between their mean-squared planes and the Eu3 plane are 79.2 and 77.4°, and all the distances Ln–C are much longer than corresponding Ln–C bonds (1.419(5)–1.430(6) Å) in the quinoline ligands point to their dianionic catecholate state. The IR spectrum of 3 indicates the same characteristic absorptions as those for 1 or 2 (Fig. S1, ESI†). Thus, Eu in 3 is present in two oxidation states, one cation of Eu3+ and two cations of Eu2+, which correspond to Eu–O bond distances and the darker colour, and are well reflected by magnetic properties of the complex (vide infra). The oxidation of Eu in the course of the reactions does not proceed to the full extent; instead, the Cp* ligands from two thirds of the starting europocene(II) are oxidized and lost. Again, the reagent stoichiometry is 1 : 1 as follows:

\[ 3[\text{EuCp}_2^+(\text{thf})] + 3\text{dbbq} \rightarrow (\text{EuCp})_2(\text{Eu-thf})_2(\text{dbcat})_3 + 2.5\text{Cp}_2^+ + \text{thf}. \]

The presence of unoxidized Eu2+ in the complex can be explained by its significantly lower reduction potential as compared to Sm and Yb low-valent metallocenes. It is noteworthy that in case the latter reaction is carried out in hexane, as in the case of compounds 1 and 2, small amounts of a pale-grey microcrystalline precipitate remain insoluble after recrystallization of the product 3. Changing the solvent from hexane to toluene results in a much cleaner reaction and the pale-grey by-product is formed in vanishingly small amounts. The IR spectrum of this by-product shows a very similar pattern to that of magnesium catecholate 4 (see below) and, according to elemental analysis, its composition is close to the formula [Eu(dbcat)(thf)]n (attempts to grow crystals suitable for X-ray structural analysis were unsuccessful; see the ESI† for further details). Presumably, the latter complex can be formed in the reaction of europocene and dbbq if only the Cp* ligands take part in the reduction and Eu remains in the 2+ state.

Considering different reaction behaviours of lanthanocenes, it is not fully clear, which factors govern the partial or total loss of Cp* ligands from the Ln atoms, as well as Ln3+ → Ln3+ redox processes. Presumably, both the redox potentials of corresponding lanthanocenes and the steric bulkiness of the Cp* ligand in the coordination sphere of a given Ln ion have an influence. To make the reduction properties of the Cp* anions more evident, one must exclude the possibility of a metal cation reducing the quinone. This can be achieved by involving in the reaction an analogous complex with a redox-

innocent metal cation (2+), for which the alkaline-earth elements are a good choice. In the reaction of magnesocene [MgCp₂*] with dbbq (1 : 1) in thf carried out analogously to those of lanthanocenes, the solution appeared blue-green after mixing of the reagents and retained the same colour for several hours indicating the initial formation of semiquinone complexes. Considering that only Cp⁻ can act as a reductant, these complexes are supposedly [MgCp*][dbbq][thf]₃ species. After prolonged stirring the solution turned yellow and finally the already known complex [Mg(thf)₃][dbcat]₂ (4) was isolated. This compound was initially obtained by Piskunov and co-workers in the reaction of amalgamated Mg with a quinone in THF. Substantial delay in the second step of the reduction process observed during the preparation of 4 is similar to that of the reactions with the lanthanocenes, and may be caused by the slow electron transfer between the Cp*⁻ anion and the dbbq ligand in the same complex. However, to resolve whether this reductive action of Cp*⁻ depends on the steric crowding in the Mg coordination sphere would require additional studies.

A dinuclear molecule of complex 4 (Fig. 3) resembles those of complexes 1 and 2 with regard to the coordination mode of the quinone ligand. The molecule is located in a common position of the crystal structure, so the bond lengths in both halves are not equal, but differ by no more than 0.01 Å (see the distances in the caption to Fig. 3). Unlike compounds 1 and 2, the Mg atoms are not bearing Cp* ligands, so the quinone

![Fig. 3 Molecular structure of complex 4 in the crystal. Hydrogen atoms are omitted. Selected distances (Å) and angles (°): Mg1–O1 2.0840(14); Mg1–O2 1.9374(15); Mg1–O3 1.9641(15); Mg2–O1 1.9745(15); Mg2–O3 2.0866(14); Mg2–O4 1.9360(14); C1–O1 1.369(2); C2–O2 1.341(2); C3–O3 1.369(2); C4–O4 1.338(2); C1–C2 1.429(5); C3–C4 1.430(5); O1– Mg1–O2 80.68(6); O3–Mg2–O4 80.63(6); O1–Mg1–O3 81.71(6); O1– Mg2–O3 81.40(6); Mg1–O1–Mg2 89.37(6); Mg1–O3–Mg2 89.58(6).]
ligands are present in the catecholate state, in agreement with the C–O and C1–C2 bond lengths, the IR spectral data, as well as its colourless appearance. The MgO₂ ring is not flat (the angle between two MgO planes is 133.65°), and both dbcat ligands are turned to the same side of the Mg₂O₂ butterfly, as opposed to the dimeric molecules of 1 and 2. Interestingly, the crystal structure of the similar dimeric pyridine complex \([\text{Mg}_2(\text{3,6-dbbq})_2(\text{py})_4]\) differs in the manner of coordination of quinone ligands: they acquire the same chelate-bridging mode as in 4, but both dbcat ligands chelate the same Mg ion and bind the second Mg ion with bridging O atoms to give 6- and 4-fold coordinated Mg centres in the same molecule. Apparently, both types of arrangements of catecholate ligands in dimeric complexes are close in energy and depend on the steric demand or rigidity of the second ligand (THF or pyridine). Hence, both Cp⁺ ligands close in energy and depend on the steric demand or rigidity arrangements of catecholate ligands in dimeric complexes are.

5.48 of the second ligand (THF or pyridine). Hence, both Cp⁺ ligands chelate the same Mg ion and bind the second Mg ion with bridging O atoms to give 6- and 4-fold coordinated Mg centres in the same molecule. Apparently, both types of arrangements of catecholate ligands in dimeric complexes are close in energy and depend on the steric demand or rigidity of the second ligand (THF or pyridine). Hence, both Cp⁺ ligands chelate the same Mg ion and bind the second Mg ion with bridging O atoms to give 6- and 4-fold coordinated Mg centres in the same molecule.

Magnetic properties

Magnetic properties of paramagnetic species 1–3 were investigated in the solid state. The effective magnetic moment (\(\mu_{\text{eff}}\)) of the Sm complex 1 is 2.17\(\mu_B\) at room temperature (RT). Upon lowering the temperatures \(\mu_{\text{eff}}\) decreases gradually reaching a value of 0.48\(\mu_B\) at 2.6 K (Fig. 4). The typical values for the RT magnetic moment of mononuclear Sm(III) complexes are in the range \(\mu_{\text{eff}}(\text{Sm}^{III}) = 1.29–1.89\mu_B\). Thus, for a system with two non-coupled or weakly coupled Sm(III) centers, one expects to obtain \(\mu_{\text{eff}} = 2^{1/2}\mu_{\text{eff}}(\text{Sm}^{III}) = 1.82–2.67\mu_B\). The experimentally observed value for 1 falls in the expected range, thus supporting the assignment of oxidation states based on crystallographic data (vide supra). Low-temperature variable-field measurements do not reveal saturation of magnetization at \(T = 2\) K and magnetic fields up to 5 T (ESI†).

The magnetic moment of Yb complex 2 measured at RT is 5.48\(\mu_B\). Upon lowering the temperature, the moment decreases gradually to a value of 4.69\(\mu_B\) at 40 K followed by an abrupt decrease to 0.74\(\mu_B\) recorded at 2 K (Fig. 4). The latter points to antiferromagnetic interactions present in the solid 2. A mononuclear Yb(III) complex is expected to have a RT moment in the range 4.3–4.9\(\mu_B\). Thus, for a dinuclear complex we expect to obtain \(\mu_{\text{eff}} = 2^{1/2}\mu_{\text{eff}}(\text{Yb}^{III}) = 6.1–6.9\mu_B\). The experimental value is slightly lower than the predicted one. This is likely due to some diamagnetic or weakly paramagnetic impurities present in the solid 2. Alternatively, a quantum admixture of Yb(III) and Yb(II) states cannot be fully excluded. No saturation of magnetization was observed within 0–5 T at 2 K (ESI†).

Magnetic susceptibility measurements performed on a tri-nuclear Eu complex 3 reveal a RT magnetic moment of 10.98\(\mu_B\). This moment is nearly constant in the temperature range 30–300 K (Fig. 4). Upon cooling below 30 K the magnetic moment increases gradually reaching a value of 13.21\(\mu_B\) at 2 K. This behaviour points to the presence of weak ferromagnetic interactions in the solid 3. However, the ferromagnetic behaviour can be suppressed at high magnetic fields (\(H = 5\) T, see the ESI†). Taking into account the common RT magnetic moments for mononuclear complexes of Eu(III) (7.6–8.0\(\mu_B\)) and Eu(III) (3.7–4.2\(\mu_B\)), the moment for 3 is calculated as \(\mu_{\text{eff}}^2(\text{Eu}^{III}) + \mu_{\text{eff}}^2(\text{Eu}^{III})^{1/2} = 11.4–12.1\mu_B\). The experimentally observed value (10.98\(\mu_B\)) is slightly lower than that predicted. This is likely due to the presence of a small amount of diamagnetic or weakly paramagnetic impurities in the highly oxygen-sensitive sample 3. Thus, the magnetic data confirm the presence of one Eu(III) and two Eu(II) ions in 3. Note that a much higher RT magnetic moment (13.3–14.0\(\mu_B\)) would be expected for an uncoupled system with three Eu(III) and a ligand-radical. At very low temperatures magnetization saturates showing a plateau at \(11–12\mu_B\) in the variable-field series (ESI†). Due to the detected ferromagnetic interactions, 3 might exhibit SMM properties, which was investigated by ac susceptibility measurements. Unfortunately, no ac signal was observed, which precludes slow magnetic relaxation and thus SMM behaviour.
Cyclic voltammetry

It is well known that partial oxidation of catecholate ligands in the coordination sphere would potentially give complexes with radical anionic ligands, which should alter the magnetic interactions and can provide additional functionality to the complex. Moreover, two Eu⁺ centres in complex 3 should be liable to oxidation; the approaches to oxidize the Ln centres in the paramagnetic complexes are well described for ytterbocene derivatives. It should be noted that the electrochemistry of 3,5-dbbq and its complexes with transition metals has been well studied, while for 3,6-dbbq only several complexes of main group elements are characterized. To study the redox behaviour, CV measurements of all complexes were performed. The lanthanide complexes 1–3 behave similarly at scan rates of 0.1–2.0 V s⁻¹ and reveal two reversible oxidation waves in the positive region (Fig. 5 and Table 1). For highly related 3,5-dbbq complexes, including the quinone itself, most of the oxidation processes associated with cat to sq transitions proceed in the range from ca. −1.7 to −1.0 V, while those corresponding to sq to cat transitions proceed from ca. −1.0 to −0.2 V vs.Fc/Fc. These values of potentials and corresponding peak currents were reported to be highly dependent on concentration of water and (for neat quinone) of metal ions, which form either protonated forms or metal complexes and thus shift the potentials to up to +0.3 V. The two reversible oxidation waves observed in our case possess somewhat higher half wave potentials \( E_{1/2} \) vs. Fc/Fc; hence, they may not correspond to the purely cat–sq–quinone transitions in the coordination sphere. On the other hand, similar oxidation potentials are ascribed to such transitions in the complexes \([3,6-	ext{dbcat}]SbAr₃\) and Ag/AgCl/KCl, which corresponds to +0.4 and +0.9 V vs. Fc/Fc, and to the 2e oxidation of the catechol 3,5-dbbqH₂ (+1.19 V vs. a saturated calomel electrode, which corresponds to +0.81 V vs. Fc/Fc). Similarly, the Mg catecholate 4 shows two reversible waves at quite high potentials as well \( E_{1/2} \sim 0.31 \text{ and } +0.66 \text{ V vs. Fc/Fc} \), so these high values can be explained by the extensive coordination of catecholate ligands (the chelate-bridging coordination mode), as in all the complexes under study, or by more complex electrochemical reactions, accompanying the oxidation of catecholates. Peak heights \( i_p \) are proportional to the square root of the scan rate (according to the Randles-Sevcik equation), which points to the diffusion control of the processes. The values of \( \Delta E \) are nearly independent of the scan rate but exceed 100 mV, which can stand for non-linear diffusion.

Complexes 1 and 2 possess additional irreversible oxidation peaks \( E_{1/2} \sim +0.23 \text{ V} \) which probably correspond to the oxidation of the Cp⁺⁺ ligand. Cp⁺⁺ is expected to be oxidized at lower potentials than Cat²⁻ and leaves as Cp₂⁺*, in accordance with the chemical behaviour of these groups during the synthesis of 1–4. There are two irreversible peaks of smaller intensity in the negative region for 1 and 2 (−0.45 and −0.60 V vs. Fc/Fc), which can correspond to the reduction of the species obtained upon oxidation of Cp⁺ ligands. These irreversible oxidation and reduction peaks are absent in the case of 4, and, rather unexpectedly, in the case of 3; the latter fact cannot be ascribed to the insufficient concentration of Cp⁺ ligands, since the concentration of complexes was maintained at the same level. Potentially, the reaction with the remaining water could lead to the partial removal of Cp⁺ ligands owing to hydrolysis, but the preservation of the initial colour of the solutions during the CV experiments, and careful preparation of the solvent and solutions (similarly to the other complexes) does not support this supposition. More uncommonly, the Eu curves do not contain any waves attributable to the Eu⁵⁺/Eu⁴⁺ transition; presumably, this wave is outside of the measurement window (−2.6 to +1.4 V vs. Fc/Fc).

It is evident that the full explanation of the redox processes in the Ln–catecholate systems requires more systematical study. Chemical oxidation (e.g. with AgI or FcPF₆) may be useful to obtain similar complexes with semiquinonolate radicals; in the case of the compounds with Cp⁺ ligands it may lead to the oxidation and substitution of the latter, before the oxidation of the dbcat ligands, which can serve as a method for introducing other ligands in the Ln coordination sphere.

### Table 1 Oxidation potentials of complexes 1–4 from the CV method (see the text for details)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>( E_{\text{as}} ), V</th>
<th>( E_{1/2} ), V</th>
<th>( \Delta E ) vs. Fc/Fc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>+0.23</td>
<td>+0.52</td>
<td>+0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>+0.25</td>
<td>+0.50</td>
<td>+0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>+0.51</td>
<td>+0.88</td>
<td>+0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>−0.31</td>
<td>+0.65</td>
<td>+1.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- \( E_{\text{as}} \) = Cp⁺⁻ – e⁻ = Cp⁺
- \( E_{1/2} \) = dbcat²⁻ – e⁻ = dbsq⁻⁻
- \( \Delta E \) = dbq⁻⁻ – e⁻ = dbbbq

Fig. 5 Cyclic voltammograms of complexes 2 (black curve) and 4 (orange curve), scan rate 0.5 V s⁻¹.
Syntheses of the compounds [(SmCp*)2(dbcat)2] (1) and [(YbCp*)(Eu·thf)2(dbcat)3] (2) 

Synthesis was carried out in a 2-section ampoule, bent at a 90° angle. In one section the solid reactants, [Cp*Sm(thf)1] (0.340 g, 0.602 mmol) or [Cp*Yb(thf)] (0.310 g, 0.601 mmol) and 3,6-di-tert-butyl-o-benzoquinone (0.132 g, 0.600 mmol) were placed. Under cooling with liquid N2 20 ml of hexane were condensed into the same section, and the ampoule was flame-sealed. The mixture was warmed with mixing to room temperature. Driven by the temperature gradient, slow extraction of the hexane soluble mixture components occurred, and the crystals (yellow for Sm, blue-green for Yb, suitable for XRD) slowly grew. Yields: 1, 0.233 g (77%); 2, 0.260 (82%).

**Compound 1.** Anal. Found: C, 56.9; H, 7.0; Calc. for C48H70O4Sm2: C, 56.87; H, 6.97%. IR \( \nu_{\text{max}}/\text{cm}^{-1}: \) 3083w, 2959s, 2912s, 2861s, 1535w, 1500w, 1466w, 1446br, 1396s, 1379s, 1356w, 1286m br, 1259m br, 1222m, 1198s, 1145m, 1022w, 967s, 933w, 917w, 804w, 792w, 779w, 677s, 652m.

**Compound 2.** Anal. Found: C, 55.0; H, 7.0; Calc. for C48H70O4Yb2: C, 54.53; H, 6.67%. IR \( \nu_{\text{max}}/\text{cm}^{-1}: \) 3088w, 2957s, 2910s, 2865s, 1540w, 1499w, 1468w, 1442br, 1415sh, 1396s, 1376s, 1356w, 1316w, 1286m br, 1267m br, 1219m, 1196m, 1145m, 1023m, 966s, 932w, 914m, 827w, 805w, 792w, 776w, 691w, 677s, 649m.

Synthesis of the complex [(EuCp*)(Eu·thf)2(dbcat)3] (3) 

Solid reagents, [Cp*Eu(thf)] (0.130 g, 0.262 mmol), 3,6-di-tert-butyl-o-benzoquinone (0.057 g, 0.34 mmol) or Cp2*Yb thf (0.340 g, 0.602 mmol) or Cp2*Eu thf (0.130 g, 0.262 mmol), 3,6-di-tert-butyl-o-benzoquinone (0.057 g, 0.34 mmol), were placed in a Schlenk tube with a Teflon stopper, and 10 ml of toluene were condensed under cooling with liquid N2. The mixture turned intense-blue upon warming, then vinous-red after stirring at room temperature for 1 h. The mixture was stirred overnight and then evaporated to dryness. The solids were washed with pentane to remove Cp* and extracted with pentane in a bent ampoule analogously to the procedure described above. Red crystals were separated by decantation and were suitable for XRD. Yield 0.077 g (63%).

**Compound 3.** Anal. Found: C, 50.8; H, 6.5; Calc. for C60H91Eu3O8: C, 51.61; H, 6.57%. IR \( \nu_{\text{max}}/\text{cm}^{-1}: \) 3086w, 2952s, 2904s, 2870m sh, 1540s, 1483s, 1460w, 1442w, 1441w, 1390s, 1379s, 1356w, 1280s, 1229s, 1201m, 1149m, 1030m, 966s, 932s, 915m, 878w, 828w, 806w, 798w, 785w, 669s, 654m.

**Reaction of MgCp* with db bq** 

The solid reagents, MgCp* (0.104 g, 0.354 mmol) and 3,6-di-tert-butyl-o-benzoquinone (0.075 g, 0.34 mmol), were placed in a Schlenk tube with a Teflon stopcock; 10 ml of THF were vacuum-transferred while cooling the reaction tube with liquid N2. The mixture was allowed to warm; successive mixing at room temperature resulted in colour change from emerald-green to yellow in ca. 4 h. The volume of the solution was reduced to 5 ml under vacuum, 15 ml of hexane was vacuum-transferred onto it, and the mixture was allowed to stand at −18 °C for a few days, to yield 4 as colourless crystals, suitable for XRD. The identity of the compound with the previously described complex was confirmed by NMR (CD2Cl2) and elemental analysis. 1H NMR: 6.77 (dbcat CH), 3.79 (br.s., thf CH2), 1.48 ppm (Bu-CH2), 1.48 ppm (Bu-CH2).

**X-ray crystallography**

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction data of 1–4 were collected on a Bruker-Nonius X8 Apex CCD diffractometer at 150(2) K using graphite monochromatized Mo Kα radiation (\( \lambda = 0.71073 \) Å). The standard technique was used (combined φ and ω scans of narrow frames). Data reduction and multi-scan absorption correction were carried out using SADABS. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms of organic ligands were located geometrically and refined as riding on their parent atoms. Crystallographic data and selected refinement details are given in Table 2. Crystallographic data have been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre under the reference numbers CCDC 1409389–1409392 for 1–4, respectively.

**Magnetic measurements**

Magnetic susceptibility data on solid samples were collected using a Quantum Design MPMS-XL SQUID magnetometer. The data were obtained for microcrystalline samples restrained within a polycarbonate gel capsule and corrected for underlying diamagnetism.
Cyclic voltammetry

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed on a Metrohm 797 VA Computrace instrument with a glassy carbon electrode as the working electrode and a saturated silver chloride reference electrode. The potentials were related to the standard platinum electrode. 0.15 M solution of tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (Bu4NClO4) in acetonitrile was used as an electrolyte. The cell electrode. 0.15 M solution of tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (Bu4NClO4) in acetonitrile was used as an electrolyte. The potentials were related to the standard platinum electrode. The potentials were related to the standard platinum electrode. The potentials were related to the standard platinum electrode. The potentials were related to the standard platinum electrode.

| Table 2 Crystal data, data collection and refinement parameters for 1–4 |
|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Empirical formula | C48H70O4Sm2 | C48H70O4Yb2 | C48H70O4Eu8 |
| Formula weight | 1011.74 | 1057.12 | 1396.21 |
| Temperature (K) | 150(2) | 150(2) | 150(2) |
| Crystal size (mm3) | 0.22 × 0.14 × 0.05 | 0.26 × 0.24 × 0.14 | 0.22 × 0.15 × 0.08 |
| Crystal system | Triclinic | Triclinic | Monoclinic |
| Space group | P1 | P1 | P21/c |
| a (Å) | 10.3712(2) | 10.3705(4) | 12.5855(3) |
| b (Å) | 10.6440(2) | 10.5729(4) | 20.3033(6) |
| c (Å) | 12.1789(3) | 12.1066(5) | 24.2945(7) |
| α (°) | 69.3720(10) | 69.6750(10) | 70.2300(10) |
| β (°) | 70.4500(10) | 65.6400(10) | 69.2700(10) |
| γ (°) | 66.9300(10) | 70.2300(10) | 1104.04(8) |
| V (Å³) | 1127.05(4) | 1104.04(8) | 1104.04(8) |
| Dcalc (g cm⁻³) | 1.491 | 1.590 | 6006.0(3) |
| μ (Mo Kα) (mm⁻¹) | 2.620 | 4.250 | 1.544 |
| θ (°) | 2.10–27.53 | 1.90–27.59 | 3.144 |
| μ (Mo Kα) (mm⁻¹) | 2.620 | 4.250 | 1.544 |
| ρmax, ρmin (e Å⁻³) | 0.800 | 0.858 | 0.102 |

Conclusions

We have found that lanthanocenes[LnCp₂*thf]₄ can serve as convenient precursors to the corresponding Ln[thf]₄ catecholate complexes. In their reactions with the o-quinone 3,6-dbbq, the initial reduction to the semiquinone complexes occurs fast, along with the oxidation of Ln(II) to Ln(III) for Ln = Sm and Yb, while the elimination of the Cp* ligand and formation of the catecholate complexes require longer times and can be dependent on steric crowding at the lanthanide centre. The reduction potential of the Ln ion plays an important role. Thus, in the reaction of europocene(II) the Cp* ligands are oxidized and lost before complete oxidation of the Eu centre, leading to the formation of a trinuclear mixed-valent complex containing one Eu(III) and two Eu(II) ions. The involvement of MgCp₂* as a metalloocene with a redox-silent metal into the reaction with 3,6-dbbq also shows successive two-step reduction processes, with the intermediate formation of semiquinolate species. It was shown earlier that substituted ytterbocenes display various reactivities with respect to the redox-active diazabutadiene ligands.29 Our results suggest that the use of lanthanocenes with a lower reduction potential (as for Eu vs. Yb) can extend this rich chemistry onto redox-active ligands with higher oxidation potentials, such as o-quinones.
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